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A comprehensive menu of Gil's Restaurant from San Angelo covering all 16 dishes and drinks can be found here
on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What Kas Harrison likes about Gil's Restaurant:
The wait staff was engaging, the food was better than we ever expected. The Tuesday, Wednesday and

Thursday specials make it soooo cost efficient! 2 dollar margaritas and great tacos. The guisdio was on point...
made me want to move here.. whole new meaning to taco Tuesday..., with real food. read more. What გივი

კახიძე doesn't like about Gil's Restaurant:
Food and service is pretty good and prices are very reasonable. However, the landscape design is overgrown,
the front door has glass, the walls are full of small holes where the things were suspended, the bathrooms are
worn off, the cleaning supplies are stored in sight, the wiring hanging from inside security cameras. The whole

place is badly needed for DC, updating and general maintenance. However, they are very hi... read more. In the
morning, you can enjoy a rich brunch at Gil's Restaurant, as much as you want, Especially, many guests are

looking forward to the diverse, fine Mexican cuisine. Furthermore, you'll find fine American meals, like for
instance burgers and grilled meat on the menu, They also present tasty South American meals to you in the

menu.
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Sid� dishe�
CHIPS AND SALSA

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

M�ica�
ENCHILADAS

M�ikanisch� Hauptgericht�
FAJITAS

Cocktai�
MARGARITA

Condiment� an� Sauce�
SAUCE

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

Salad�
TACOS

PICO DE GALLO

P�z�
MARGHERITA

TEXAS

M�ica� dishe�
CHICKEN ENCHILADAS

TACO

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

CHEESE

BEEF
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Opening Hours:
Monday 08:00-21:00
Tuesday 08:00-21:00
Wednesday 08:00-21:00
Thursday 08:00-21:00
Friday 08:00-21:00
Saturday 08:00-21:00
Sunday 08:00-14:00
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